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Lasership orlando reviews

04/02/19 I am bringing up my previous review based on the fact that my package was delivered but was signed by another person in my building (unbeknownth to me). Laser ships control fast... 12/16/20 I never thought I'd say anything like that, this delivery company is actually worse than USPS! An ordinary tray for dogs cane is too much for them to carry from NY to FL! They...
more12/17/20This is absolutely the worst shipping company there is. Every time something appears through them, it sits for weeks in their facilities, talking about delivery every day. Sometimes your stuff... 12/09/20From by far the worst shipping company I've ever seen. My shipment was delivered two weeks ago, and I still can't get any update from Laser Ship on the location of
my package. I... 12/09/20Thr again had to be delivered on 4 December (Thursday), then I check the tracking on 5 December (Friday), which states that my package has been delayed and will be out for delivery on the next business day ... More Sort by: Latest Highest Rating Filter: No 5 Stars 4 Stars 3 Stars 2 Stars 1 Stars Useful I ordered products from Fashionova in November
2020. It was supposed to be delivered on 12/9/20. Suddenly the delivery date changed to 12/16/20 and then to 12/21/20 and then there is no information about where my order is and then 01/4/2021. I contacted Fashionova and could not say where this package was. I contacted the forty and as soon as this issue escalated, Lasership wrote Quadpay that my package was
delivered on 12 / 18 / 20 and boom I received an update that my package was delivered on 12/ 11/ 20. Is this some kind of road harassment? How can an order that's in Oklahoma waiting to get to Maryland like 12/19/20 was suddenly delivered on 12/11/20? Every business must have serious links to this rogue, deceptive courier service. I'm so disappointed because these things
were specifically put on Black Friday for some reason. Tax refunds will not bring justice to this injustice. It's a pure robbery without a gun. I placed an order with Williams Sonoma on December 9. Label created December 10. Origin scan in Orlando, Florida, December 13. I solder at the service station in Tampa, Florida December 16. Bizarrely, it was scanned again as it arrived at
the final maintenance facility in Tampa, Florida on December 17. It's December 21, and I still don't have a package, and I live just 30 miles from Tampa, Florida. Tracking results say the expected delivery date is December 20. Obviously Lasership has perfected time travel because I'm sure December 20 was yesterday and unless you can travel back in time, there's no way to
deliver a package before the current date! Terrible customer service. I've sent a few messages to No. This is the worst Service. Every package I've received from them is weeks late. They have terrible customer service. You wait 45 minutes to an hour to shout and lie to him. No calls will be returned from the supervisor! Save yourself a headache and use another service!!! My
package (for Christmas) arrived at their facility, which is about 45 minutes from my home) on December 11, and then apparently lost by December 13. It was not returned to the company where I made the original purchase. I find this very suspicious and will check before purchasing anything from a company that uses this company in the future. L'ange uses a shipping company
called Laser Ship. A laser ship is a terrible delivery company. My package was scanned to its final destination on December 6, 2020. I've contacted the laser's customer service several times. They just give me the standard line, they have to be delivered in 1 to 2 working days. I also contacted the final destination and they said they would look at it and call me with status. It's been
five days since I called, and I haven't called yet. Every day, the expected delivery date is pushed out another day. If he does it from Charlotte, NC to Tampa, FL in 2 days, I'm sure 13 days will be an effective time to deliver it to me. I'm guessing he was sitting under a pile of packages in the building, or one of the shipping companies stole it. The bottom line, this review is PAR for
this company according to every review I have seen on several sites going on several years. Too bad L'Ange used this company. Now my wife won't get the gift she really wanted. I've asked for a refund, and I haven't received it yet. My order has been sitting in my hometown for five days, and every day she says it will be delivered. I haven't seen him yet. I called Ulta and there's
nothing they can do about it. You are seriously sending $300 worth of products and you can't do anything or contact the sender. 1000000000 I wouldn't recommend this company at all. I ordered from Moda Nova in September Lasership was the carrier. I tracked down my package where he's transited in the state where I live. A day or two later, the package is in another state. Not
long after you said that delivery experience did , my package was sent back to fashion new. How can you try delivering my package to another state? I ordered from Lasers that it was delivered to the front door on December 11 at 9:37 a.m. At this time, I'm home to check the porch &amp; no package. I'm also scrolling back my camera just to see that they've never delivered the
package. &amp;Bathroom&amp;quot; send me a replacement order &amp; again uses Lasership. I'm tracking the package, of course it was delivered to the front door on December 17. 2:37 p.m. There was no package - not a single package was delivered to my house throughout the day. Do not use this company at all. Before 5 hours-Edit If LaserShip will deliver your packages,
DO NOT place the order or call the company to request another carrier for delivery! I had previous problems with this company not delivering packages or delivering them days after the tracking showed that it had been delivered. The last straw was when my package contained a few Christmas presents, which were to be delivered on 12/12/20, disappeared and then magically
delivered three hours after I called to ask myself about the location of my package. THE SHIPMENT WAS NOT DELIVERED!!!! To make matters worse, tracking shows that the items were loaded onto the vehicle at 5:08 p.m. and delivered to me at 5:14 p??? Loaded on to a vehicle and delivered in six minutes from a place that's 30 minutes from my home. Luckily, I have CCTV to
prove it wasn't delivered. I have notified Amazon of this issue and requested future shipments that are not delivered by this carrier, or I will have to cancel my membership of a premium membership. Can I give the company zero stars? Ugh!!!. Oh, my God! My shipment was supposed to be delivered, and I'm supposed to have signed for it. I tend to think these people are stealing
these packages. It did not happen once, it happened repeatedly. That's how big companies continue to use this company. Don't they bleed money? Packages are always lost or stolen, literally one of the worst companies in the whole country The order was not delivered on time! The delay was not reported until 11 p.m. It has to be delivered the next day... almost 19:00 has not yet
been delivered. NOT ONCE WITH THIS PROBLEM. HATE Lasership They said it was delivered... is that it never was! This company gave the package to someone else. They literally let someone sign for my package. 1000000000000 They said they couldn't find my address, even though it was clearly marked. I called to try again. Instead, they return the package to the seller
without trying again. They also reply to emails days later and can never contact anyone by phone. Very clean!!!! A witness to the driver throws the package from behind my fence. The fence doesn't have a lock. FedEx Amazon and UPS deliver only well, but this guy throws it and when confronted with Dosen do not even offer an excuse. I just found excuses. Very clean and
comfortable. We order from the Carters and they used a laser ship. Not only didn't we order. Lasers claimed to have tried to deliver it to a business, but because the business was closed, they could not. My address is a house. They cannot find the order or delivery (says it doesn't exist?). Very good I had a few problems with LaserShip either late, or the package was lost. Terrible
company. It was all about the station! Same old losing packages apology. The same letter of automatic response, which says that they are investigating and should take 2 working days. Then you will get sorry a little, but still look in it. The final email will say something like oops, I can not find it, contact the seller. Meanwhile, they get rich on the back and laugh all the way to the
bank. It's noise. Look at them. The Green Shares Group, a private equity firm, took them in 2018. It doesn't look like that. I checked laser ship on Wikipedia. There is a section called Disputes and Agreements: throwing package, property damage and theft. It's all there, proof of CCTV, news, grievances and settlement. It is amazing how they still work as a business and criminal
behaviour continues to be uneduled. They'd say your merchandise was delivered and there's nothing there. A lot of time I had to call the sender of multiple laser ship companies, because sometimes it's hard to get your money back when tracking says delivered, but you never got it. I used Amazon and Fashionova and when they once ship with a laser ship I also don't get my
package. Somewhere it's set aside or they lie and say I'm not home. This company is a terrible attempt to stay away or contact the companies you have purchased to see if you can get another carrier for your item. They were serving customers it was terrible that the person did not want to hear what I had to say as you said that the delivery said. They are not useful at all. Twice
now they said they had executed an order that I had to re-direct from Sephora. And there's no package. They delivered last night at 11:45 p.m. at 10:30 a.m., when the first time it arrived. Nothing. They have terrible reviews and I doubt any company that uses them. They're stealing things. Just an explanation for all these terrible reviews. LaserShip is rated 1.09 based on 94
reviews
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